Perception of time is susceptible to distortions; among other factors, it has been suggested that the perceived duration of a stimulus is affected by the observer's expectations. It has been hypothesized that the duration of an oddball stimulus is overestimated because it is unexpected, whereas repeated stimuli have a shorter perceived duration because they are expected. However, recent findings suggest instead that fulfilled expectations about a stimulus elicit an increase in perceived duration, and that the oddball effect occurs because the oddball is a target stimulus, not because it is unexpected. Therefore, it has been suggested that top-down attention is sometimes sufficient to explain this effect, and sometimes only necessary, with an additional contribution from saliency. However, how the expectedness of a target stimulus and its salient features affect its perceived duration is still an open question. In the present study, participants' expectations about and the saliency of target stimuli were orthogonally manipulated with stimuli presented on a short (Experiment 1) or long (Experiment 2) temporal scale. Four repetitive standard stimuli preceded each target stimulus in a task in which participants judged whether the target was longer or shorter in duration than the standards. Engagement of top-down attention to target stimuli increased their perceived duration to the same extent irrespective of their expectedness. A small but significant additional contribution to this effect from the saliency of target stimuli was dependent on the temporal scale of stimulus presentation. In Experiment 1, saliency only significantly increased perceived duration in the case of expected target stimuli. In contrast, in Experiment 2, saliency exerted a significant effect on the overestimation elicited by unexpected target stimuli, but the contribution of this variable was eliminated in the case of expected target stimuli. These findings point to topdown attention as the primary cognitive mechanism underlying the perceptual extraction and processing of task-relevant information, which may be strongly correlated with perceived duration. Furthermore, the scalar properties of timing were observed, favoring the pacemaker-accumulator model of timing as the underlying timing mechanism.
INTRODUCTION
Time perception refers to our subjective experience of both the passage of time and how much time has passed, such as the perceived duration of events (Buonomano, 2017) . Although time perception is crucial for behavior, it is prone to subjective distortions. Modifications to the physical properties of stimuli, among other factors, can induce distortions in the perception of objective time (for a review, see Eagleman, 2008) . The fact that perceived duration is affected by the observer's expectations about stimuli is of particular interest here; how this phenomenon operates is still an open question. There is existing evidence to suggest that fulfilled expectations reduce (Tse et al., 2004; Ulrich et al., 2006; Eagleman, 2007, 2012; Matthews, 2011; Schindel et al., 2011) , do not reduce (van Wassenhove et al., 2008; Cai et al., 2015) , or even increase perceived duration of a stimulus (Matthews', 2015; Matthews and Gheorghiu, 2016; Matthews and Meck, 2016; Schweitzer et al., 2017; Skylark and Gheorghiu, 2017; Birngruber et al., 2018) .
The effects of expectations on perceived duration have been found to be closely related to repetition effects: the first stimulus in a sequence of repetitive stimuli is perceived as lasting longer than subsequent stimuli of the same physical duration (Rose and Summers, 1995; Pariyadath and Eagleman, 2007) . Moreover, in a classical temporal oddball task, the duration of an unexpected deviant target stimulus (oddball) is overestimated if it is presented randomly within a train of repetitive stimuli with a constant standard duration (Tse et al., 2004; Eagleman, 2007, 2012; Schindel et al., 2011; Birngruber et al., 2014) . This phenomenon has been termed "time's subjective expansion" (Tse et al., 2004) , "oddball chronostasis" (Lin and Shimojo, 2017) , or more usually the "temporal oddball effect" (OE; e.g., Eagleman, 2007, 2012; Schindel et al., 2011; Birngruber et al., 2014 Birngruber et al., , 2018 Matthews and Gheorghiu, 2016) . The OE is a robust perceptual phenomenon that persists regardless of the type of temporal task used (e.g., Tse et al., 2004; Matthews, 2011; Birngruber et al., 2014) . Moreover, the OE can also be elicited using variations on the classical temporal oddball task, such as presenting the target stimulus in a fixed position in the sequence of standards (e.g., van Wassenhove et al., 2008; Herai and Mogi, 2010; Cai et al., 2015) , or even using a comparison task, in which only one standard stimulus precedes the target stimuli (e.g., Ulrich et al., 2006; Matthews, 2011; Matthews', 2015; Skylark and Gheorghiu, 2017) .
Three main explanatory accounts have been proposed of the emergence of the OE; these can be grouped into two major theories based on their core explanatory assumptions. First, attentional and arousal accounts of the OE have been suggested based on the pacemaker-accumulator model, which assumes the existence of a specialized internal clock mechanism for timing processes. The pacemaker-accumulator model is the dominant paradigm in the timing literature (Gibbon and Church, 1984; Gibbon, 1991; Church, 2003; Buhusi and Meck, 2005) , mainly because timing ability shares many characteristic hallmarks with sensory perception, such as scalar properties (Wearden and Lejeune, 2008; Allman et al., 2014) . The second major explanatory theory is the predictive coding account, centered on the neural coding efficiency framework. The core explanatory hypothesis is that perceived duration correlates with the size of the evoked neural response to a stimulus Eagleman, 2007, 2012; Eagleman and Pariyadath, 2009; Matthews, 2011; Schindel et al., 2011; Matthews et al., 2014) .
The attentional account of the OE proposes that the engagement of attention by an oddball stimulus triggers an increase in perceptual information processing, which accelerates the internal pacemaker, and as a consequence increases the perceived duration of the stimulus (Tse et al., 2004) . From a mechanistic standpoint, the internal clock has a switch and a pacemaker-accumulator mechanism that emits and accumulates pulses determining perceived duration. With the onset of a stimulus to be timed, the switch closes, establishing a connection between the pacemaker mechanism and the accumulator in order to store the pulses emitted by the pacemaker (Treisman, 1963; Gibbon, 1977; Church, 1984; Gibbon and Church, 1984) . In a series of experiments, Tse et al. (2004) explored the OE using different types of oddball stimuli (e.g., expanding black disks, black stationary disks, colored disks, squares) presented within a series of repetitive standards. They report that the saliency (defined operationally as the amount of change) of an oddball stimulus modulates the magnitude of the OE. Under this view, the internal pacemaker has access to the rate of perceptual information processing, so when more attention is drawn toward an oddball stimulus, more pulses are stored. The authors suggest that the magnitude of the OE should increase with the oddness or improbability of a stimulus, and with the presence of more salient physical properties.
A similar theoretical account, also based on the pacemakeraccumulator model, proposes that an unexpected stimulus increases the observer's level of arousal, resulting in the accumulation of more pulses and thus in an overestimation of the duration of the oddball (Ulrich et al., 2006; New and Scholl, 2009 ). For example, Ulrich et al. (2006) used a comparison task to manipulate expectations by presenting oddball stimuli with high and low frequency. Their results support the idea that infrequent stimuli raise the observer's level of arousal and thus the apparent duration of such stimuli. The OE occurs because unexpected stimuli are especially arousing, increasing the rate of information processing, which in turn accelerates the internal pacemaker. These effects may arise because attention drives arousal, in turn accelerating the pulse rate (Treisman, 1963) .
Instead of postulating a specialized internal clock mechanism to explain timing processes, the predictive coding account of the OE suggests that perceived duration correlates with the evoked neural response that reflects how efficiently a stimulus has been coded. Under this framework, stimulus repetition or, more generally, fulfilled expectations about stimulus features, contracts perceived duration as a result of a reduction in the evoked neural response, so that an oddball or unexpected stimulus appears longer in duration in comparison with repeated stimuli Eagleman, 2007, 2012) . The neural suppression induced by an expected stimulus occurs as a consequence of the acquisition of a more efficient representation of the stimulus (Pariyadath and Eagleman, 2012) , decreasing metabolic costs (Grill-Spector et al., 2006) . In fact, the number of repetitions of the standard stimulus modulates the magnitude of the OE (Pariyadath and Eagleman, 2012) , and the latter increases monotonically with the degree of discrepancy between the standard stimuli and the oddball (Schindel et al., 2011; Pariyadath and Eagleman, 2012) . Accordingly, the perceived duration of a stimulus may reflect the magnitude of the discrepancy between expected and actual sensorial input (prediction error), or how efficiently that stimulus was coded Eagleman, 2007, 2012; Schindel et al., 2011) . Under this framework, the OE is not fundamentally an attention-related process, but rather a predictive process in which the violation of prediction makes an oddball odd and, as a consequence, exogenous attention is drawn toward it Eagleman, 2007, 2012; Schindel et al., 2011) .
Although they explain the effect differently, the attentional, arousal, and predictive coding accounts share the assumption that an oddball stimulus is perceived as lasting longer because it is unexpected and repeated stimuli are perceived as shorter in duration because they are expected. These expectation-based accounts agree that the rate of information processing is tightly associated with the perceived duration of a stimulus. In this line of thought, these theories suggest that the predictability of a stimulus is crucial in determining the direction of its perceived duration relative to physical duration. Therefore, an unexpected stimulus has an increased perceived duration because more processing resources are required to extract the perceptual information from the stimulus. In contrast, an expected stimulus has a contracted perceived duration because the fact that features of the stimulus are already anticipated reduces the amount of perceptual information that has to be extracted. However, recent empirical evidence, based on studies in which different forms of expectations are experimentally manipulated, has challenged these assumptions about the effects of expectations on perceived duration. Cai et al. (2015) experimentally manipulated different types of expectations by presenting one type of sequence more frequently than another, by changing the regularity of stimuli in a sequence, and by presenting stimuli from overlearned sequences. They consistently found that perceived duration is only reduced with repetition of stimuli, and not in accordance with participants' expectations of the sequence configuration. Nevertheless, they observed that the repetition effect was diminished when repeats were more frequent (80% compared to 20%). Furthermore, Matthews' (2015) manipulated expectations by varying the frequency of repetitions within blocks of trials using a comparison task, presenting only two consecutive stimuli, of which the second was either repeated or different. The design consisted of high repetition rate blocks (80% repeated vs. 20% different) and low repetition rate blocks. Mirroring Cai et al.'s (2015) findings, when the probability of repetition of the target stimulus was higher, the repetition effect was eliminated or even reversed. Matthews' (2015) suggests that repetition of stimuli exerts opposing effects on perceived duration: a firstorder repetition effect, related to a low-level adaptation process, reduces perceived duration, while a higher-order repetition effect, which is associated with expectations about repetition, increases perceived duration. Skylark and Gheorghiu (2017) replicated Matthews' (2015) study, reporting the same pattern of results using slightly different stimuli and different durations for the first and second stimuli.
To isolate the effects of stimulus expectations on perceived duration from those of mere repetition and probability, Birngruber et al. (2018) used the self-generated expectations paradigm (Bernstein and Reese, 1965) . During each trial, participants vocalized their expectations about the color or shape of the target stimulus and then performed a temporal bisection task, categorizing the stimuli as "rather short" or "rather long." They found that when a target stimulus matched the participant's self-generated expectation, it was judged to last longer than when it did not. In addition to self-generated expectations, it is essential to consider that expectations are frequently built via associative processes between objects and the context in which they appear (Bar, 2007) . Schweitzer et al. (2017) used a classical temporal oddball task to replicate the OE, presenting either contextually associated or non-associated oddballs. However, the duration of the oddball was overestimated to a greater extent in the case of contextually associated information. The authors argue that top-down attention is enhanced by an effect in which contextually associated oddballs increase the rate of perceptual information processing.
Together, these recent experiments have led to the conclusion that expectations do not reduce perceived duration. In fact, contrary to the claims of expectation-based accounts, these studies suggest that fulfilled expectations about a stimulus increase its perceived duration. However, direct comparison between findings is a difficult task, given the notable methodological differences among the experiments described above. Furthermore, some of these experimental methods interfere with explanatory assumptions about how expectations affect perceived duration. For example, Cai et al. (2015) randomly alternated different target stimuli within blocks, presenting interleaved trials with different types of target stimulus, meaning that participants' expectations about the target stimulus could have been inadvertently affected. In an experiment presenting overlearned sequences of numbers (e.g., 1-2-3-4) as standard stimuli, participants had the opportunity to learn that the number following 4 would not always be a 5, because one of the numbers 4, 5, or 6 was randomly presented as target stimulus on each such trial. Therefore, the occurrence of a particular previously expected number (in this case, 5) as the target stimulus on each trial became unexpected. Moreover, the majority of the above-mentioned experiments (e.g., Matthews', 2015; Skylark and Gheorghiu, 2017) used a comparison task, so it is unclear whether the same pattern of results would also occur in a classic temporal oddball task. Although Schweitzer et al. (2017) used a classic temporal oddball task, they randomly presented the contextually associated and non-associated oddballs within a block, and in each trial the oddball could appear at any position in the sequence except first or last. In this case, regardless of the top-down attentional effects of contextual associations that the authors observed, it can be argued that both contextually associated and non-associated oddballs were unexpected. Additionally, if expectations increase perceived duration, it is not clear why in a classic temporal oddball task a target stimulus is perceived as lasting longer when compared with the preceding repeated and expected standard stimuli. In fact, higher-level expectations for standard stimuli might even diminish overestimation of the oddball's duration (Birngruber et al., 2018) . Therefore, it is still unclear how expected and unexpected target stimuli affect perceived duration.
To find an explanation for the OE, Lin and Shimojo (2017) conducted several systematic experiments to dissociate the relative contributions of each of the core explanatory factors related to the primary accounts. They suggest that the attentional account can be broken down into effects of bottom-up saliency and top-down attention, and that the predictive coding account, related to the repetition suppression effect, can be broken down into effects of adaptation processes and prediction error. Lin and Shimojo (2017) orthogonally manipulated different sequences of digits and line orientations (repeated, ordered, or random), sequences of isoluminant colors (repeated and random), and target serial positions. The configuration of stimuli in the repeated sequence was as in the classic temporal oddball task, in which all the standards are repeated and the target stimulus is distinct from the standards. In this case of repeated sequences, all three factors (top-down attention, saliency/adaptation, and prediction error) could explain the emergence of the OE. However, based on the ordered sequence case, in which the standards were never repeated but followed an ordered configuration, the adaptation/saliency factor was excluded as an explanation; finally, the case involving random sequences of standard stimuli excluded the prediction error explanation, leaving the top-down attention explanation as the only possibility for the underlying cause of the effect. Regarding the manipulation of the target stimulus position, in each trial for all sequence types, the target was presented between the fourth and the sixth position in the sequence of standard stimuli. It has been reported that when a target stimulus is presented in a later position in a sequence, it is perceived to be longer in duration than a target presented in an earlier position (Pariyadath and Eagleman, 2012; Kim and McAuley, 2013) . If the repetition suppression hypothesis were correct Eagleman, 2007, 2012; Schindel et al., 2011) , the magnitude of the overestimation of the duration of a target stimulus arising from its position in the sequence would have been modulated only in the case of repeated sequences, and not in the case of trials involving ordered or random sequence types. Conversely, if the OE had been found to increase with target position regardless of the sequence type for standard stimuli, this would have supported the temporal preparation hypothesis (Kim and McAuley, 2013) .
In their experiments using sequences of digits and line orientations, Lin and Shimojo (2017) found that the OE differed significantly between the repeated and the ordered conditions, and between the repeated and the random conditions, but not between the ordered and the random conditions. These results suggest that both top-down attention and saliency/adaptation, but not prediction error, are necessary and equal contributing factors underlying the OE. However, in the isoluminant colors conditions, there were no significant differences between repeated and random sequences. Together, these findings suggest that top-down attention is sometimes sufficient (in the case of isoluminant colors) and sometimes necessary (in the case of digits and orientations) to explain the OE. Therefore, the additional contribution from saliency/adaptation depends on the stimulus dimension. In other words, the common underlying factor in the emergence of the OE is top-down attention. Hence, the OE occurs at least partly because the oddball is a target stimulus, which has nothing to do with being odd or unexpected. Additionally, no matter the sequence type, the main effect of serial position was significant when comparing the fourth and the sixth position, but not when comparing the fifth and the sixth position. Thus, temporal preparation is a separate modulatory effect of the OE.
The above findings suggest that in a classic temporal oddball task, top-down attention toward target stimuli, along with the additional contribution of the saliency/adaptation factor, elicits the OE. Moreover, Lin and Shimojo (2017) highlight the fact that top-down attention may operate independently of predictive coding in perceived duration, because in the random sequence condition, in which the observers were pre-instructed as to which stimulus would be the target, they found that a 100% certainty target stimulus still elicited a substantial OE. However, Lin and Shimojo's (2017) experimental design makes it difficult to dissociate bottom-up stimulus-driven attentional effects and top-down attentional effects on modulating the magnitude of the OE. In the repeated and ordered sequences conditions in each trial, the target stimulus was chosen randomly so that its physical characteristics were unexpected. Therefore, participants had to first detect the target by identifying the item that did not follow the regularity of the sequence, which allowed a top-down deployment of attention toward the task-relevant stimulus. On the other hand, in the random sequence condition, the process of identifying the target involved top-down expectations about its physical characteristics. Additionally, all target stimuli were unexpected in their position in the sequence 'where, ' in their onset 'when, ' (random inter stimulus interval -ISI), and in the repeated and ordered sequences conditions, in their physical characteristics. It should be potentially useful to control topdown attention by making target stimuli in 'where' and in 'when' expected in the sequence of standards to determine how their expected and unexpected physical characteristics affect perceived duration.
Regarding target stimulus salience, how more or less salient physical characteristics modulate the OE when they are expected or unexpected is not definite. It has been reported that when targets are expected and more or less salient in their physical characteristics, stimulus salience is a determining factor for subjective distortions of time perception (van Wassenhove et al., 2008) . On the other hand, when targets are unexpected and more or less salient, perceived duration is overestimated to the same extent, irrespective of their salient features (Pariyadath and Eagleman, 2007; Schindel et al., 2011) . It has been suggested that stimulus properties on the efficiency of non-temporal information extraction could be an utterly useful predictor of subjective duration (Matthews and Meck, 2016) . In fact, topdown attentional mechanisms enable shape-specific anticipations of the expected features of a target stimulus facilitating its subsequent processing (Ansorge et al., 2010) . Hence, salient expected target stimuli may require less processing time to
Frontiers in Psychology | www.frontiersin.orgfurther increase the OE in comparison with salient unexpected target stimuli. In this regard, few studies regarding the OE have examined different temporal scales of stimuli presentation under the same experimental conditions (e.g., Tse et al., 2004; Ulrich et al., 2006) . However, testing these contradictory findings about expected and unexpected salient target stimulus under different temporal scales could be useful. Additionally, the scalar properties of timing should provide evidence on whether temporal discrimination sensitivity remains constant even when the rate of information processing increases (Tse et al., 2004) .
The current work addressed several empirical questions. First, to what extent does the OE elicited by expected or unexpected target stimuli differ? If the common mechanism underlying the OE is top-down attention, the effect should occur irrespective of the expected or unexpected features of the target stimulus. Moreover, do salient features of a target stimulus affect the OE differently when they are expected and when they are unexpected? If saliency is an additional contributing factor in the OE, the salience of features of the target stimuli should modulate the magnitude of the OE. However, salient and unexpected target stimuli could impose a time-course processing disadvantage, taking longer to exert their influence on perceived duration relative to the amount of perceptual information to be extracted. If perceived duration correlates with the amount of perceptual information processed, to what extent is the overestimation of the duration of the target stimulus influenced by expectations and saliency dependent on the temporal scale of stimuli presentation?
Considering that top-down attention is inherent in the processing of all target stimuli, in the present experiments, instead of the manipulation of sequences of standard stimuli, participants' expectations about and the saliency of target stimuli were manipulated. This manipulation was designed to dissociate the relative contributions of expectations and saliency of taskrelevant stimuli in eliciting the OE. As a result of Lin and Shimojo's (2017) findings, the repeated sequence type was used in all experimental conditions: that is, all the standard stimuli were repeated, but depending on the experimental condition, target stimulus features were either expected or unexpected, and were more or less salient in comparison to the standard stimuli features. The participants' task was to judge the target stimulus duration as "longer" or "shorter" than the constant duration of the standard stimuli. In Experiment 1, we orthogonally manipulated the expectedness and saliency of target stimuli using a short temporal scale of stimulus presentation (500 ms). In Experiment 2, we replicated Experiment 1 with a long temporal scale of stimulus presentation (1,000 ms).
EXPERIMENT 1 Materials and Methods
Based on the assumption that top-down attention is inherent to the processing of target stimuli, it was hypothesized in Experiment 1 that both expected and unexpected target stimuli would elicit the OE. To facilitate top-down attention, participants' temporal preparation for the onset of target stimuli was controlled by always presenting the target stimulus in the fifth position in the sequence, and by maintaining a constant ISI. Temporal expectations for the onset of a stimulus guide attention, and such expectations are directly linked to the efficiency of information processing at the perceptual level, improving stimulus detectability and discriminability (Vangkilde et al., 2012; Kim and McAuley, 2013; Matthews and Meck, 2016) . Since all target stimuli were temporally expected, participants' expectations and stimulus saliency were only manipulated in regard to the physical features of target stimuli. Hence, this experimental design allowed the dissociation of the effects of 'which' target stimuli was presented concerning informationprocessing and extraction of non-temporal information from expected and unexpected, and more or less salient target stimuli.
In the expected target stimulus conditions, repeated target stimuli and non-repeated but predictable target stimuli were presented. In the sequence of repetitive standard stimuli, the distinctiveness of a non-repeated but expected target stimulus should make it more salient than an expected repeated target that is identical in its physical features to the standard. This manipulation was performed to clarify the effects of saliency on perceived duration regarding expectation of repetition and general expectations of target stimuli. The hypothesis here was that expected, non-repeated target stimuli would induce a larger increase in their perceived duration than would repeated target stimuli. In the unexpected target stimuli conditions, familiar and novel stimuli were used. Unlike familiar stimuli, novel stimuli are particularly salient, and are by definition unpredictable and difficult to categorize (Courchesne et al., 1975; Schomaker, 2015) . Thus, it was hypothesized that novel stimuli would induce a larger increase in their perceived duration than would familiar but unexpected stimuli. This was performed to distinguish the effects of unexpected salient features on perceived duration in regard to the amount of perceptual information processed for familiar or novel target stimuli. Unexpected target stimuli were not surprising in terms of the probability that an unexpected event would occur: their unexpectedness was constrained to their physical features.
Participants
Thirty members of the Biotechnology Institute of the National Autonomous University of Mexico participated in the experiment. Of them, seven were excluded from the sample because of misunderstanding the task (n = 5) or flat psychometric functions (n = 2). The final sample size was 23 participants (seven women, aged 30-66 years, M = 47.4 years). All participants reported being right-handed and had normal or correctedto-normal visual acuity. Each experimental session lasted approximately 15 min, and participants completed one session on each of four consecutive days. All participants voluntarily agreed to take part in the experiment, and none received compensation in the form of payment or course credit. They were informed that the experiment was about time perception, but remained naive about the experimental hypotheses. All participants provided informed consent before participating. The experiment was approved by the Bioethics Committee of the Biotechnology Institute at the National Autonomous University of Mexico. This study was conducted in accordance with the ethical principles of the Declaration of Helsinki.
Apparatus and Stimuli
The experiment was programmed in PsychoPy2 1.83.01 (Peirce, 2007) . The timing of the stimuli was strictly controlled, taking into consideration all precautions suggested by Garaizar et al. (2014) . A laptop was used for the presentation of stimuli and recorded all responses by the participants. The LCD screen had a resolution of 1440 × 900 pixels and a refresh rate of 60 Hz. The left and right arrow keys of the keyboard were used as response keys. The background luminance of the screen was a mid-level gray (M ± SEM = 10.14 ± 0.3 cd/m 2 , measured at a viewing distance of 60 cm with a Digital Luminosity Meter HER-140).
Two types of stimuli were presented, differing in their ease of recognition: familiar stimuli (simple geometric figures) and novel stimuli (abstract irregular patterns). Perceptual familiarity, as in the case of the geometric figures, facilitates highly detailed visual representations and enhances expectation effects during visual processing (Utzerath et al., 2017) . The abstract irregular patterns used as novel stimuli were unpredictable and difficult to categorize. Therefore, novel stimuli were also more complex than familiar stimuli. All the stimuli spanned approximately 8.57 • of visual angle (about 9 cm at a viewing distance of 60 cm) and were presented in the center of the screen. The familiar stimuli were white (M ± SEM = 12.33 ± 0.2 cd/m 2 ) and novel stimuli were composed of different grayscale combinations (M ± SEM = 8.91 ± 0.3 cd/m 2 ). Novel stimuli were generated using a program written in the Java language (version 1.7.0_75), which given a field of action (stimulus size) created layers of irregular figures generated by the use of multiple forms, including Bézier curves and straight lines. Each of these forms was assigned a random position in the field of action, ensuring the generation of substantially different abstract irregular patterns.
Design
In all the experimental conditions, each trial consisted of a train of five stimuli. The first four standard repetitive stimuli were each presented for a constant duration of 500 ms and the fifth and target stimulus was presented with different comparative durations. A non-adaptive psychophysical procedure was used to determine the comparative durations of the target stimuli. The two extreme comparative durations (c1 and c9) were selected in such a way that covered the full range of the psychometric function from 0 to 1, and the other comparative durations were predetermined around the threshold region using Weber fractions (Rammsayer, 2010) . In human timing performance, the obtained Weber fractions are frequently around 0.1-0.15, or even lower (for review, see Wearden and Lejeune, 2008) . Using a 0.1 Weber fraction and a standard duration of 500 ms, c1 was selected as 500 * (1 − 4 * 0.1) and c9 as 500 * (1 + 4 * 0.1), resulting in c1 = 300 and c9 = 700. Starting from c1, each level should increase by 50 ms to cover a range of 700 ms. Therefore, target stimulus durations were distributed in a symmetrical manner around the standard duration: 300, 350, 400, 450, 500, 550, 600, 650, or 700 ms. The fifth stimulus in the sequence was always the target stimulus in the task.
Using the findings of Dyjas et al. (2012) as reference, the reminder task was used, where the standard duration always preceded the comparative duration. This was done to control the Type B order effect in temporal discrimination sensitivity, which occurs when modifying the order of presentation of the standard and target stimuli. Additionally, this ensured avoiding sequential effects, conditioned to the preceding trial, in the measured point of subjective equality (PSE). This is one of the main reasons for using a fixed position of the target stimulus and for not presenting any additional standard stimuli after the target.
Each experimental session consisted of 90 trials divided into ten blocks of nine trials. Each trial, in all four experimental conditions, was structured as follows. A red fixation cross spanning a visual angle of 0.38 • appeared in the center of the screen. After 800 ms, the first standard stimulus appeared, followed by the rest of the repetitive standards. Subsequently, the target stimulus was presented for one of the randomly selected durations mentioned above. Each duration had 1/9 probability of being selected, without replacement, for each target stimulus trial within each block of nine trials. Hence, the target stimulus was presented with each duration exactly once in each block. The ISI had a fixed duration of 300 ms. The fixation cross remained visible along with the sequence of stimuli and disappeared when presentation of the target stimulus ended and the participant's response was registered. Participants each completed one practice block and nine experimental blocks. From the point of view of the participant, the practice block was indistinguishable from the experimental blocks; however, these data were excluded from the analysis. In total, each participant completed 324 experimental trials (81 trials per condition) and 36 practice trials (9 trials per condition).
Four experimental conditions were designed and labeled according to the physical characteristics of the target stimulus: expected repeated, expected non-repeated, unexpected familiar and unexpected novel (Figure 1) . In the conditions with expected target stimuli ( Figure 1A) , all standard and target stimuli were familiar geometric figures. The manipulation of expectations and salience of the target stimulus was based on stimulus repetition (making the target less salient) and a non-repeated stimulus that was nonetheless perfectly predictable (making the target more salient). Circles were repeatedly presented as standard stimuli, but depending on the experimental condition, the target stimulus was either also a circle (expected repeated) or a triangle (expected non-repeated). Furthermore, unlike Cai et al. (2015) , to induce 100% certainty about the physical characteristics of the target stimulus, only one experimental condition was presented within a session.
In the conditions with unexpected target stimuli ( Figure 1B) , manipulation of expectations and salience was based on the presentation of different familiar target stimuli (less salient) and novel target stimuli (more salient). In the unexpected familiar condition, circles were repeatedly presented as standard stimuli, and one of nine different geometric figures was presented randomly as the target stimulus. Each of the nine geometric figures was presented exactly during a block. In the unexpected novel condition, the same abstract irregular pattern was repeatedly presented on all trials. Here, it is essential to highlight that a circle was not used for standard stimuli, to avoid any contextual novelty effects (Schomaker, 2015) . For target stimuli, one of 90 different abstract irregular patterns was presented on each trial, so that these patterns were never repeated during the experiment.
Procedure
The experiment was run in a silent, dimly illuminated room. Participants were randomly assigned to four different orders of experimental conditions using a balanced Latin Square. They completed one experimental session on each of four consecutive days, each of which corresponded to one experimental condition. Participants received written and verbal instructions before the experiment started and were instructed to make a judgment about whether the duration of the last stimulus in each sequence was shorter or longer than the standard stimulus duration (comparative judgment task). Additionally, they were informed that the first four stimuli in each sequence had a constant duration and that only the duration of the fifth (target) stimulus varied. Participants were instructed to look at the fixation point and were advised that the task was difficult and they would have to respond in accordance with their subjective impression.
On each trial, the participant sequentially viewed five stimuli presented in the center of the screen, one stimulus at a time, and judged the last of these. Participants were cued to respond 300 ms after presentation of the fifth stimulus in order to avoid action preparation effects (Hagura et al., 2012) . They pressed the left or the right arrow key to indicate whether its duration had been shorter or longer than that of the first four stimuli. After the participant's response, the next trial began 800 ms later. No feedback was provided. The first block was always the practice block. Breaks were integrated between blocks to give participants the opportunity to relax and refocus. All breaks were terminated by the participant via spacebar keypress.
Data Analysis
The relative duration distortion (RDD) was the main dependent variable (see the equation below). The RDD represents the magnitude of the OE in relation to the PSE. The PSE represents the target stimulus duration that was perceived as being equal to the standard duration. Once the PSE was obtained, the RDD of the target stimulus was calculated as by Cai et al. (2015) using the following equation:
where t sta is the duration of the standard stimulus. For example, an RDD of 0.09 means that the target stimulus was judged to have been presented for 9% longer than the duration of the standard stimuli. Logistic functions were fitted to the data for each experimental condition for each participant in order to compute the PSE. A smaller PSE indicates that the participant tends to perceive the target stimulus as lasting longer than the standard. The fits of the logistic functions were computed according to the following equation (Beckmann and Young, 2009 ):
where t is the duration of the target stimulus, s is the sensitivity parameter responsible for the slope of the function, and b is a bias parameter representing the PSE (responsible for left or right function shifts). The non-linear least-squares function (Bates and Watts, 1988) within the nls package of the statistical software application R Development Core Team (2008) was used to estimate the parameters. The difference limen (DL) was computed based on the fit of each logistic functions as a measure of temporal discrimination sensitivity. The DL is half the difference of the duration at which 75% of the targets were judged "longer, " minus the duration at which 25% of the targets were judged "longer." A larger DL indicates poorer temporal discrimination.
Results
The proportion of participants' "longer" judgments for target stimuli of each comparison duration, together with the logistic functions fitted for each of the four experimental conditions, are shown in Figure 2 . As this figure shows, the fitted psychometric functions are shifted to the left, indicating that a shorter duration was perceived to be the same length as the standard duration (500 ms). The functions shown are only for illustration; individual PSE, RDD, and DL values entered into the following analyses were obtained from individually fitted psychometric functions. All individual data of Experiment 1 are reported in Supplementary Table 1 .
To compute the magnitude of the OE in each experimental condition and to perform the planned orthogonal contrasts based on the experimental hypotheses, the PSE data were FIGURE 2 | The proportion of "longer" judgments made for each duration and psychometric curves fitted for expected and unexpected target stimulus conditions over 23 participants (Experiment 1).
used to calculate the RDD. First, the confidence intervals of the PSE were calculated to evaluate whether the geometric or the arithmetic means better represented the data for each experimental condition. As shown in Table 1 , both the arithmetic mean and the geometric mean fell within the confidence intervals. The arithmetic mean of the PSE obtained individually for each participant was used to calculate the RDD.
The mean RDD was calculated for each experimental condition. The duration of the target stimulus was judged to be 5.8% (±SEM 2.2%) longer than the standard duration in the expected repeated condition, and 10.27% (±SEM 2.7%) longer in the expected non-repeated condition. Moreover, the duration of the target stimulus was judged to be 7.6% (±SEM 3.0%) longer than the standard duration in the unexpected novel condition, and 5.9% (±SEM 2.6%) longer in the unexpected familiar condition. To test whether each of these RDDs was significantly greater than zero, one-tailed t-tests were conducted, using the Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons; therefore, differences were considered significant if p < 0.01. The RDD was significantly greater than zero in all cases (t 22 = 2.616, p = 0.007; t 22 = 3.699, p < 0.001; t 22 = 2.481, p = 0.01; t 22 = 2.267, p = 0.01, respectively), confirming that the duration of the target stimulus was overestimated in all experimental conditions. The significance of the OE for each experimental condition is shown in Figure 3 . It must be noted that the term OE is inadequate for the expected repeated condition as the term contains the word "oddball." However, the term OE in this experimental condition will be used for ease of understanding and coherence throughout the text. Three orthogonal planned contrasts were then performed (Figure 3) . Since the planned contrasts were based on specific, independent hypotheses, no adjustment was made to the chosen confidence interval of 95% (Quinn and Keough, 2002) . In the first contrast, RDDs for expected and unexpected target stimulus conditions were compared. As hypothesized, this contrast revealed no significant difference in the RDDs between these two conditions, F(1,66) = 0.726, p = 0.39. In the second contrast, RDDs for the expected repeated (less salient) and expected non-repeated (more salient) conditions were compared. As hypothesized, the saliency of non-repeated target Frontiers in Psychology | www.frontiersin.orgFIGURE 3 | Mean relative duration distortion for expected and unexpected target stimulus conditions in Experiment 1; error bars represent the standard error of the mean. The significance of the magnitude of the oddball effect in each experimental condition (Bonferroni correction for multiple one-tailed t-tests was used; p-value was significant if p < 0.01) and the significance of the three orthogonal planned contrasts (no need for p-value correction; p-value was significant if p < 0.05) between and within expected and unexpected target stimulus conditions is shown ( * p < 0.05; * * p < 0.01; * * * p < 0.001).
stimuli produced a significantly greater increase in perceived duration compared to that associated with repeated target stimuli, F(1,66) = 4.204, p = 0.04. However, and contrary to the hypothesis, the third contrast, carried out to compare unexpected familiar (less salient) and unexpected novel (more salient) conditions, revealed no significant effect of saliency, F(1,66) = 0.61, p = 0.43. Thus, the saliency of expected target stimuli increased the magnitude of the OE, but saliency did not modulate the perceived duration of unexpected target stimuli. The effects on DL of expected and unexpected target stimuli were also analyzed. The mean DL was 52.8 ms (±SEM 3.9 ms) in the expected repeated condition, 46.1 ms (±SEM 3.8 ms) in the expected non-repeated condition, 46.2 ms (±SEM 5.3 ms) in the unexpected novel condition, and 42.2 ms (±SEM 3.78 ms) in the unexpected familiar condition. A repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) revealed no significant effect of expected or unexpected target stimuli on DL, F(3,66) = 1.432, p = 0.24, indicating that temporal discrimination sensitivity did not differ between experimental conditions. Experiment 1 revealed that both expected and unexpected target stimuli induced the same level of increase in perceived duration. Moreover, there was no evidence that expectedness influenced the participants' temporal discrimination sensitivity. Regarding the expected stimuli conditions, expected target stimuli elicited the OE irrespective of whether the participant's expectations were for a repeated stimulus or for a non-repeated but expected stimulus. In the expected repeated condition, the target stimulus was identical in its physical characteristics to the standard stimuli and still elicited the OE. Furthermore, taking into account the fact that standard stimuli were also expected, this finding supports the suggestion that top-down attention is sometimes a sufficient factor to explain the OE. However, there were significant differences in participants' overestimation of the duration of expected target stimuli between the expected repeated and the expected non-repeated conditions. The additional contribution of the expected salient features, in terms of the target's distinctiveness among the standard stimuli, facilitated its detection and fast extraction of sensory information. These results are in line with the idea that top-down attention is sometimes necessary to explain the OE, and saliency makes an additional contribution to further increase the effect (Lin and Shimojo, 2017) .
Concerning the unexpected stimuli conditions, the durations of familiar and novel unexpected target stimuli were also overestimated, replicating previous findings on the OE. Although the novel stimuli were particularly salient, there were no significant differences between the unexpected novel and the unexpected familiar conditions. This finding is similar to those of previous studies about perceived duration being overestimated to the same extent, irrespective of the salient features of unexpected target stimuli (Pariyadath and Eagleman, 2007; Schindel et al., 2011) . One possibility is that the complex abstract patterns used as novel stimuli required more processing time for the extraction of perceptual information to further increase the magnitude of the OE.
Taken together, these findings are consistent with Horstmann and Herwig's (2016) suggestion that task-driven and saliencedriven perceptual information is prioritized during allocation of top-down attention. Top-down, task-driven information is quickly processed, and during a later phase, the exogenous capture of attention follows; and as a consequence, the latter requires a longer stimulus presentation (Ansorge et al., 2010) . Therefore, a different pattern of findings in regard to the overestimation of the durations of expected and unexpected target stimuli that are more or less salient should be observed as result of modifying the temporal scale of stimulus presentation. To test this hypothesis and the scalar properties of timing, in Experiment 2, Experiment 1 was replicated with a long temporal scale of stimulus presentation (1,000 ms).
EXPERIMENT 2
The findings of Experiment 1 suggested that both expected and unexpected target stimuli elicited an OE when using a short temporal scale of stimuli presentation. Saliency modulated the magnitude of the effect, but only for expected target stimuli. These findings suggest several hypotheses for further testing. First, if top-down attention is the main underlying factor in the OE, increasing the temporal scale of stimulus presentation should elicit the same pattern of results regarding overestimation of the duration of expected and unexpected target stimuli. Second, a longer perceptual processing time might diminish the fast detection and processing advantages associated with salient expected target stimuli. Third, if unexpected salient features of target stimuli need more processing time for more perceptual information to be extracted, using a longer temporal scale for stimulus presentation should further increase the magnitude of the OE. Therefore, in Experiment 2, the temporal scale of stimulus presentation was doubled to test these hypotheses.
Materials and Methods

Participants
A new sample of thirty members of the Biotechnology Institute of the National Autonomous University of Mexico participated in the experiment. Of them, four were excluded from the sample because they had missed several sessions. The final sample size was 26 participants (16 women, aged 27-66 years, M = 48.7 years). Three participants reported being left-handed. All of them had normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity. As in Experiment 1, each experimental session lasted approximately 15 min, and participants completed one session on each of four consecutive days. As in Experiment 1, all participants were informed that the experiment was about time perception, but remained naive about the experimental hypotheses. All participants provided informed consent before participating. This study was approved and conducted based on the same ethical principles as applied in Experiment 1.
Apparatus, Stimuli, Procedure, Design, and Data Analysis
Except for the duration of the standard and target stimuli, Experiment 2 was identical to Experiment 1. In Experiment 2, a 1,000 ms long standard duration was used in place of the 500 ms short duration of Experiment 1's standard stimuli. Target stimulus durations were distributed symmetrically around the long standard duration: 600, 700, 800, 900, 1,000, 1,100, 1,200, 1,300, or 1,400 ms.
Results
The proportion of participants' "longer" judgments for the target stimuli of each comparison duration, together with the logistic functions fitted for each of the four experimental conditions, are shown in Figure 4 (these functions are only for illustration; the FIGURE 4 | The proportion of "longer" judgments made for each duration and psychometric curves fitted for expected and unexpected target stimulus conditions over 26 participants using a long standard duration (1,000 ms; Experiment 2).
individual fitted psychometric function for each participant was used in the data analysis). All individual data of Experiment 2 are reported in Supplementary Table 2 . The psychometric functions fitted for all experimental conditions were shifted to the left, indicating that the OE occurred, as the PSE fell at a shorter duration than the standard duration (1,000 ms).
Relative duration distortions were computed in the same way as in Experiment 1 in order to measure the magnitude of the OE in each experimental condition and to perform the planned orthogonal contrasts. Table 2 shows that both the arithmetic and the geometric mean fell within the confidence intervals in all the experimental conditions. The mean RDD was calculated for each experimental condition. The duration of target stimuli was judged to be 8.1% (±SEM 1.9%) longer than the standard duration in the expected repeated condition, and 7.2% (±SEM 1.6%) longer in the expected non-repeated condition. Furthermore, the duration of target stimuli was judged to be 9.3% (±SEM 2.0%) longer than the standard duration in the unexpected novel condition, and 5.8% (±SEM 1.8%) longer in the unexpected familiar condition. In every condition, the RDD was significantly greater than zero (one-tailed t-tests: t 25 = 4.193, p < 0.001; t 25 = 4.401, p < 0.001; t 25 = 4.539, p < 0.001; t 25 = 3.141, p = 0.002, respectively), confirming that there was an OE in all four experimental conditions ( Figure 5) . Three orthogonal planned contrasts were then performed to test the hypotheses regarding the expected and unexpected target stimuli (Figure 5 ). In the first contrast, RDDs for the expected and unexpected conditions were compared. As in Experiment 1, this contrast revealed no significant difference between these conditions, F(1,75) = 0.018, p = 0.89. In the second contrast, RDDs for the expected repeated condition (less salient) and the expected non-repeated condition (more salient) were compared. Contrary to Experiment 1, no significant difference in the RDD due to saliency was found, F(1,75) = 0.313, p = 0.57, when a longer temporal scale was used for stimulus presentation. However, the third contrast, between the unexpected familiar (less salient) and unexpected novel (more salient) conditions, revealed a significant effect of saliency in the RDD, F(1,75) = 4.184, p = 0.043. Therefore, and unlike in Experiment 1, saliency increased the magnitude of the OE in the Frontiers in Psychology | www.frontiersin.orgFIGURE 5 | Mean relative duration distortion for expected and unexpected target stimuli with a long timescale of stimuli presentation (Experiment 2); error bars represent the standard error of the mean. The significance of the magnitude of the oddball effect in each experimental condition (Bonferroni correction for multiple one-tailed t-tests was used; p-value was significant if p < 0.01) and the significance of the three orthogonal planned contrasts (no need for p-value correction; p-value was significant if p < 0.05) between and within expected and unexpected target stimulus conditions is shown ( * p < 0.05; * * p < 0.01; * * * p < 0.001).
case of unexpected target stimuli, but did not do so in the case of expected target stimuli. The effects on DL of expected and unexpected target stimuli were also analyzed. Mean DLs were 115.4 ms (±SEM 15.4 ms) in the expected repeated condition, 91.6 ms (±SEM 8.7 ms) in the expected non-repeated condition, 87.8 ms (±SEM 5.4 ms) in the unexpected novel condition, and 94.4 ms (±SEM 8.7 ms) in the unexpected familiar condition. A repeated measures ANOVA revealed no significant effect of target stimulus type on DL, Greenhouse-Geisser adjusted F(2.025,50.67) = 2.037, p = 0.14. This indicates that, as in Experiment 1, the participants' temporal discrimination sensitivity did not differ between experimental conditions. Experiment 2 revealed that using a long temporal scale of stimulus presentation elicited no significant differences in the extent to which the durations of expected and unexpected target stimuli were overestimated, nor in the temporal discrimination sensitivity across experimental conditions, as in Experiment 1. However, contrary to the findings of Experiment 1, saliency did not increase the magnitude of the OE for expected target stimuli, although it did have a significant effect on the OE for unexpected target stimuli. The perceptual advantages conferred by salient expected target stimuli in Experiment 1, which meant that they were quickly detected and processed, producing an increased OE, vanished at the larger temporal scale of stimulus presentation used in Experiment 2. Therefore, it seems that salient expected features of target stimuli only contribute to the modulation of the OE when presented on a short temporal scale, favoring faster detection and perceptual processing. Concerning the unexpected target stimuli conditions, there was a significant difference in magnitude between the OEs elicited by novel target stimuli and by familiar target stimuli. As hypothesized, a longer temporal scale of stimulus presentation allowed the extraction of more perceptual information from the target stimulus, further increasing the magnitude of the OE. Taken together, these findings suggest that the perceived duration of a stimulus depends on the speed of perceptual information processing and consequently the amount of such information processed over a specific temporal scale.
Scalar Properties of Timing
The temporal scales of stimulus presentation used in Experiment 1 (500 ms) and Experiment 2 (1,000 ms) were in a constant ratio of 1:2. Hence, it was possible to analyze the scalar properties of timing. With the long temporal scale of stimulus presentation used in Experiment 2, the DL increased, indicating that the participants' absolute temporal discrimination sensitivity decreased in comparison to Experiment 1. However, to test whether relative temporal discrimination sensitivity remained constant as the judged duration varied, Weber fractions were calculated by dividing the DL by the PSE for each participant's data obtained in Experiment 1 and Experiment 2. The resulting Weber fractions did not differ between the experiments, indicating that relative temporal discrimination sensitivity remained constant (Table 3) . These findings are consistent with the variation in Weber fractions generally obtained from human timing performance, which are frequently around 0.10-0.15, or even lower (for a review, see Wearden and Lejeune, 2008) .
To further examine the scalar properties of timing, the superposition method was used. That is, the relative proportions of "longer" judgments made in Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 were plotted using the same relative scale by dividing each of the nine durations used in each case by the arithmetic mean of the PSE, corresponding to each experimental condition (Figure 6) . A good superposition of the data was observed, also confirming the scalar properties of timing.
DISCUSSION
In the experiments described in this article, participants' expectations and the saliency of target stimuli were manipulated using a temporal oddball task in order to dissociate their Frontiers in Psychology | www.frontiersin.orgFIGURE 6 | Proportion of "long" judgments made across Experiments 1 and 2, plotted using the same relative scale, normalized for short (500 ms) or long (1,000 ms) temporal scale of stimulus presentation.
specific contribution in eliciting and modulating the OE. Three main findings emerged from the present investigation. First, the engagement of top-down attention to target stimuli, irrespective of their expected or unexpected nature, elicited the OE to the same extent. Therefore, top-down attention allocated to a task-relevant stimulus is a necessary factor in explaining the OE. Moreover, a higher-order repetition effect, in which observers formulate expectations about repetition (Matthews', 2015; Skylark and Gheorghiu, 2017) , only increased perceived duration when top-down attention was allocated to a repeated target stimulus. In other words, an expected task-relevant stimulus elicited an OE although it was indistinguishable in its physical features from the equally expected, repeated standard stimuli. Second, a small but significant contribution from saliency was observed with salient expected and unexpected target stimuli, but this effect was dependent on the temporal scale of stimulus presentation. In Experiment 1, in which a short temporal scale of stimulus presentation (500 ms) was used, salient expected target stimuli elicited a further increase in the OE, but saliency did not affect the perceived duration of unexpected target stimuli. On the other hand, in Experiment 2, in which a long temporal scale of stimulus presentation was used (1,000 ms), salient unexpected target stimuli elicited a further increase in the OE, but in this case, the additional contribution of saliency to the OE elicited by expected target stimuli was eliminated. Third, the scalar properties of timing were investigated, suggesting that a similar temporal mechanism is engaged to perform comparative judgments in a temporal oddball task even when the stimuli are presented on different temporal scales. The implications of these findings are discussed below in relation to the assumptions made by different theoretical accounts. The attentional account of the OE (Tse et al., 2004) suggests that the engagement of attention by an unexpected stimulus increases perceptual information processing, and as a result, the perceived duration of the stimulus is increased. This account suggests that variables that increase the rate of perceptual information processing of a stimulus, such as its oddness or unexpectedness, or presence of salient physical features, should enhance the magnitude of the OE. In the present experiments, the OE was elicited to the same extent by expected and unexpected features of the target stimuli. This finding suggests that the topdown attention allocated to a task-relevant stimulus increases its perceived duration regardless of the unexpectedness of the stimulus. Saliency was an additional contributing factor that modulated the magnitude of the OE. However, the presence of top-down attention to target stimuli was sufficient to elicit the OE. For instance, in the expected repeated experimental conditions described in this article, a repeated target stimulus, identical in its physical features to the standard stimuli, also elicited the OE. Even when the observer attends to the same location and perceives an identical stimulus, top-down attentional control enhances relevant stimulus components in accordance with the perceptual task at hand (Gilbert and Li, 2013) . In fact, the arousal account of the OE could not explain these results, leaving top-down attention as the main mechanism that increases the rate of information processing and therefore the perceived duration of the stimulus.
The predictive coding account of the OE suggests that repeated or expected stimuli elicit a reduction in their perceived duration, arising from the fact that such stimuli are more efficiently coded (Pariyadath and Eagleman, 2012) . If efficient coding of a stimulus reduces its perceived duration, in the present experiments, the OE would not have been elicited when expected target stimuli were presented. Importantly, significant differences between expected and unexpected target stimuli were not observed. Moreover, the predictive coding account suggests that the magnitude of the OE increases monotonically with the degree of discrepancy between the standard stimuli and the oddball as a result of the size of the elicited prediction error (Schindel et al., 2011; Pariyadath and Eagleman, 2012) . This assumption can be explained with reference to the additional contribution of saliency in modulating the magnitude of the OE, which was small but significant. The degree of the discrepancy between the target and standard stimuli, which refers to the number of features of the target stimulus that change in relation to the repeated standards, governs the extent to which the target is more salient, and thus the extent to which the magnitude of the OE is further increased. Therefore, our results are in conflict with the idea that perceived duration correlates with the neural response evoked by a stimulus. In further conflict with this view, additional empirical evidence has demonstrated that the duration of a target stimulus is overestimated even if it is presented within random sequences of standard stimuli (Cai et al., 2015; Lin and Shimojo, 2017) . Indeed, unexpected stimuli evoke a neural response of greater magnitude irrespective of the relevance of the stimulus to the task (Courchesne et al., 1975; Kok et al., 2012) . Together, these findings suggest that how efficiently a stimulus is coded does not play a critical role in determining its perceived duration.
As mentioned in the introduction, the expectation-based accounts share the assumption that an oddball stimulus is perceived as lasting longer because it is unexpected and repeated stimuli are perceived as shorter in duration because they are expected. Contrary to what these expectation-based accounts suggest, we interpret the OE in terms of the influence of topdown attention, consistent with previous research that has ruled out unpredictability as the main explanatory factor in the OE (van Wassenhove et al., 2008; New and Scholl, 2009; Lin and Shimojo, 2017) . Moreover, the present findings are consistent with Lin and Shimojo's (2017) findings on the underlying factors in the OE. Top-down attention is an inherent explanatory factor in the OE, sometimes sufficient and sometimes necessary. In the latter case, our results suggest that the additional contribution of saliency explains, to some degree, how the magnitude of the effect is modulated. The influence of the saliency of expected and unexpected target stimuli on their perceived durations was dependent on the temporal scale of stimulus presentation. Therefore, we suggest that the amount of perceptual information extracted within a specific timeframe might be relevant to determine the extent to which the duration of target stimuli is overestimated. This is the first approach to start making conclusions about this concern.
Experiment 1 shed light on the contribution of saliency in guiding top-down attention to quickly detect and process the expected features of a target stimulus, thereby further increasing the OE. However, in Experiment 2, in which a long temporal scale of stimuli presentation was used, no significant differences were observed between expected target stimuli with less salient features and those with more salient features. This finding suggests that the perceptual advantages conferred by saliency in quickly detecting and extracting sensory information from expected target stimuli are diminished when more time is available to detect a task-relevant stimulus. Concerning unexpected target stimuli, the opposite pattern of results in Experiments 1 and 2 was observed in relation to the contribution of saliency at different temporal scales of stimulus presentation. This pattern can be accounted for by the fact that top-down processing of task-driven information is prioritized (Bacon and Egeth, 1997; Einhäuser et al., 2008; Horstmann and Herwig's, 2016) , followed by exogenous attention at a later stage, requiring a longer stimulus presentation (Ansorge et al., 2010) . Unlike familiar stimuli, novel stimuli demand more perceptual processing resources (Kahneman, 1973; Kok and de Jong, 1980; Segaert et al., 2013; Reggev et al., 2016) , specifically when they are judged to be task-relevant (Chong et al., 2008) . Additionally, novel stimuli require a continued processing after initial categorization, which is associated with the gradual build-up of representations of perceptual stimulus characteristics (Shaffer and Shiffrin, 1972; Kok and de Jong, 1980; Loftus et al., 1983; Loftus, 1985) . Taken together, these findings suggest that perceived duration might correlate with the amount of relevant perceptual information processed in a bottom-up manner, which is driven by top-down attentional control.
The present findings can be explained by a broader theoretical framework that has been labeled the processing principle (Matthews and Gheorghiu, 2016; Matthews and Meck, 2016) . Under this framework, the strength of the percept, which concept refers to the ease with which information can be extracted from the stimulus, determines perceived duration. The strength of the percept depends on the interplay of top-down and bottomup processes. Therefore, it has been suggested that: (a) mere repetition of a stimulus reduces the strength of the sensory signal associated with it, via adaptation, reducing its perceived duration; (b) novel or unexpected stimuli are associated with a boost to the incoming signal because of their attentional saliency, increasing their perceived duration; and (c) fulfilled expectations about a stimulus lead to top-down enhancement of processing of the anticipated, relevant features, increasing its perceived duration. Although the current study supports the processing principle framework, it provides some constraints.
With respect to the effects of stimulus saliency suggested by the processing principle, repeating the standard stimuli prior to the target stimulus should enhance the OE when this repetition helps the target in "standing out" from the background context (Matthews and Meck, 2016) . However, our results suggest that the additional contribution of expected and unexpected salient features of the target stimulus in enhancing the OE depends on the temporal scale of stimulus presentation. Further research is necessary to determine the effect of stimulus saliency on perceived duration. As observed in Experiment 1, it has been reported that, when a short temporal scale of stimuli presentation is used (500 ms), salient expected target stimuli further increase the OE (van Wassenhove et al., 2008) , but when target stimuli are unexpected, the salient features have no effect on modulating the magnitude of the OE (Pariyadath and Eagleman, 2007; Schindel et al., 2011) . Therefore, it would be useful to test different temporal scales of stimuli presentation using different types of unexpected and expected salient target stimuli (e.g., stimuli with biological significance, as in the case of looming stimuli or threatening faces).
Our results suggest a particular concern regarding the processing principle's interpretation of the overestimation in duration of expected stimuli. This idea is mainly based on the opposing effects on perceived duration of stimuli repetition, where a first-order repetition effect reduces perceived duration due to a low-level adaptation process, and a high-order repetition effect increases perceived duration because of expectations about repetition (Matthews', 2015) . In the present experiments, the duration of an expected target stimulus was overestimated in comparison with those of standard stimuli, although the latter were also expected. In line with our findings in the expected repeated condition, Cai et al. (2015) in their Experiment 2, found that the underestimation of the duration of the last and target stimulus of the sequence diminished when its repetition became expected. However, van Wassenhove et al. (2008) , in their visual control conditions, in which the target was identical to the standards, reported an underestimation of the target stimulus duration; however, this was also expected in its physical characteristics. In the study of van Wassenhove et al. (2008) , the ISI was pseudo-randomly chosen from 750 ms to 950 ms in steps of 20 ms. On the other hand, a fixed ISI was used in the study of Cai et al. (2015) , as was the case in our experimental design. Thus, the observers' expectations about the target's onset, which facilitate top-down attention, might explain why an expected repetition of the target stimulus was overestimated in duration. Top-down attentional mechanisms facilitate shape-specific anticipations of the expected features of a target stimulus, which in turn facilitate subsequent detection and processing of the stimulus (Stokes et al., 2009; Ansorge et al., 2010; Summerfield and de Lange, 2014; Ekman et al., 2017) . Therefore, our experiments shed light on the fact that when the target stimulus position is fixed and temporally expected, fulfilled expectations increase the perceived duration of a stimulus as part of an interaction with top-down attention allocated to a task-relevant stimulus. Under this view, and contrary to the processing principle, in a temporal oddball task, repeated expected standard stimuli should not be associated with an increase in their perceived duration. This hypothesis needs further testing regarding the opposing effects of expectations on perceived duration when a temporally expected stimulus is or is not task-relevant.
From a mechanistic standpoint, this interpretation could be explained by the pacemaker-accumulator model of timing (Tse et al., 2004; Seifried and Ulrich, 2011) . Traditionally, the pacemaker-accumulator model suggests that temporal information is lost when attention is distracted from the temporal information pertaining to an event. However, "the processing of durational information may also get a boost when one attends to a stimulus" (Tse et al., 2004 (Tse et al., , p. 1186 . Under this view, when an observer attends to a stimulus, the accumulated pulses emitted by the pacemaker measure the amount of information processed in order to calculate its duration. Our findings suggest that the internal clock accelerates when top-down attention is allocated to a target stimulus, increasing the rate of information processed bottom-up, meaning that more pulses are accumulated. Thus, the magnitude of the overestimation of the duration of a target stimulus seems to depend on the amount of perceptual information processed at a specific temporal scale. Regarding the presence of salient expected features in a target stimulus, we suggest that because they are anticipated and easily detected, these features cause the internal clock to accelerate quickly, producing a further increase in the magnitude of the OE when a short temporal scale is used. On the other hand, salient unexpected features of a target stimulus need more processing time to trigger this acceleration of the internal clock, producing a further increase in the magnitude of the OE only when a long temporal scale is used. Furthermore, the temporal discrimination sensitivity (DL) should remain unchanged by the allocation of attention, even if the rate of information processing increases (Tse et al., 2004) . Accordingly, in our Experiment 1, as in Experiment 2, there were no significant differences in the observers' temporal discrimination sensitivity between expected, unexpected, and more or less salient target stimuli. Considering the findings of Dyjas et al. (2012) as reference, given that the DL did not differ among our experimental conditions, the differences in the magnitude of the OE observed in some paired comparisons should have a perceptual origin rather than decisional biases caused by sequential effects. Additionally, the scalar properties of timing were observed, favoring the pacemaker-accumulator as the underlying timing mechanism. "The scalar property can be seen as a commonality between time judgments and other cognitive processes, which is encouraging for the development of integrated accounts" (Matthews and Meck, 2016, p. 869) .
The current findings do not contradict the proposal of the predictive brain hypothesis. Clark (2013) proposes a "predictive processing" account, referring to perceptual information processing based on predictive coding strategies. Predictive processing leaves unspecified the details of the neural implementation, aiming instead to identify common perceptual processing principles (Clark, 2016) . Predictive processing suggests that the brain combines previously stored knowledge (internal models) with incoming sensory information in order to generate the hypothesis that best matches upcoming sensory information during a task embedded in a particular context (Lupyan and Clark, 2015) . Unexpected deviations from what is predicted produce prediction errors, which drive further processing to refine predictions until the actual representation matches the sensory signal (Clark, 2015) . In contrast, fulfilled expectations about the anticipated sensory information reduce prediction error. However, fulfilled expectations can also induce a top-down enhancement of relevant predicted incoming sensory information (Friston, 2005; Clark, 2013 Clark, , 2016 . Under this framework, attention modulates the interactions between top-down and bottom-up processing in such a way that the enhancement of sensory inputs is facilitated by a top-down attentional mechanism, and controls the influence of prior expectations that are dependent on the task and context (Friston, 2009; Clark, 2013) . This attentional mechanism increases the impact on the ongoing processing of task-relevant sensory information (Clark, 2016) .
The predictive processing account suggests that expectations guide top-down attention to the most informative and relevant perceptual information for a specific task. Top-down attention allocated to task-relevant expected stimulus features should speed up perceptual processing, but if relevant unexpected features are encountered, these must be processed in depth, requiring more processing time. This predictive processing determines the flow of the bottom-up signal and top-down predictions, favoring the generation of vivid perceptual representations. These ideas are compatible with our suggestion that perceived duration depends on the amount of perceptual information processed in a bottomup manner, but one that is driven by top-down attentional control to efficiently extract perceptual information relevant to a task.
It must be noted that central processes involving perceptual judgments cannot be understood entirely in terms of sense organs, and therefore, response bias must be considered in any adequate description (Poulton, 1968) . The response frequency equalization model of psychophysics suggests a response bias tendency of participants to use available responses with equal frequency Sekuler and Erlebacher, 1971) . This response bias mostly affects the judgments of the comparative stimulus that are more similar to the standard, which evoke the uncertain states . Thus, psychophysical experiments employing the method of constant stimuli should use preferably comparative stimuli that are distributed in a symmetrical manner around the standard stimulus and with an equal frequency distribution (Parducci and Haugen, 1967; Erlebacher and Sekuler, 1971) . However, even if these precautions are taken, given the assumption that the nature of the OE increases participants' tendency to respond "longer, " the uncertain states might be judged as "shorter" to a greater extent to maintain a balance between their frequency of use. Therefore, it is possible that the blocked design used in the present experiments could have diminished the OE by reducing the shifts in the PSE produced by the response bias tendency. If this is true, in a temporal oddball task, the blocked designs may lower the chance of detecting significant differences between experimental conditions. To the best of our knowledge, no previous study has had the primary research objective of testing the effects of blocked and interleaved designs in modulating the magnitude of the OE. Nevertheless, the RDDs reported in the present experiments (ranging from 5.8 to 10.27%) are consistent with previous findings in which repeated standard stimuli were used, but the experimental conditions were interleaved (e.g., Schindel et al., 2011; Cai et al., 2015; Lin and Shimojo, 2017) . However, further research is needed with respect to the response bias tendency under blocked or interleaved designs when using the method of constant stimuli to analyze its effects on the OE.
Finally, action preparation effects on perceived duration could be an additional contributing factor for eliciting and modulating the magnitude of the OE. It has been reported that the perceived duration of a visual stimulus is overestimated when it is presented before execution of a voluntary action (Hagura et al., 2012; Iwasaki et al., 2017) . The direction and modulation of action preparation effects on perceived duration depend on the presence or absence of sensory input during the period to be judged before the execution of the action (Iwasaki et al., 2017) . The overestimation of duration of a stimulus occurs when it is presented in the pre-action period (Hagura et al., 2012; Iwasaki et al., 2017) , but if the ISI has to be judged in the pre-action period, its perceived duration is contracted (Morrone et al., 2005; Tomassini et al., 2014; Yokosaka et al., 2015) or there may be no effect on perceived duration (Iwasaki et al., 2017) . Thus, it might be possible to consider action preparation effects as an adaptive function, which in the presence of sensory input, boosts the speed of visual processing to maximize opportunities to adjust actions as needed (Hagura et al., 2012; Iwasaki et al., 2017) . These findings about action preparation effects are consistent with the assumption that perceived duration correlates with the speed and amount of perceptual information processed.
Of particular interest for the present study, it has been reported that in a detection rate task, visual processing performance increases to a greater extent when an action is involved than when one is only directing top-down attention to the task. This increase in visual processing performance occurs over the final 300 ms before the action is executed (Hagura et al., 2012) . In order to avoid action preparation effects, in the experiments reported in this article, participants were cued on each trial to respond after an ISI of 300 ms, which initiated at the off-set of the target stimulus. However, in a classical temporal oddball task, it is still not clear if action preparation effects regarding the target stimulus have an additional contribution to top-down attentional effects on perceived duration even if the action is executed after 300 ms of its presentation. Therefore, further studies are needed to elucidate the contribution of action preparation effects in eliciting or modulating the OE. We suggest three experimental conditions to dissociate the contribution of top-down attentional effects and action preparation effects in a classical temporal oddball task. First, a condition where participants actively respond at the off-set of each stimulus of the sequence. Therefore, standard stimuli and the target stimulus should become relevant for the action preparation task; the target stimulus would also be relevant for the comparison duration task. Second, a condition where the participants actively respond at the off-set of all standard stimuli but not to the target stimulus. Finally, a condition where participants only actively respond at the off-set of the target stimulus presentation. If the OE is still elicited in the first two experimental conditions, then it could be suggested that top-down attention is the main explanatory factor of the OE. Moreover, if the OE significantly increases in the third condition compared to the first two, action preparation effects could be considered as an additional contributing factor that modulates the magnitude of the OE.
CONCLUSION
In the present study, participants' expectations and the saliency of target stimuli were manipulated to disambiguate the specific contributions of these factors in eliciting the OE. The findings indicated that the OE, measured by the RDD, was elicited to the same extent by expected and unexpected target stimuli. The same pattern of results was observed using a short and a long temporal scale of stimulus presentation. This finding is in line with the assumption that top-down attention is the main factor underlying the OE. Moreover, a small but significant difference in the magnitude of the OE was elicited by varying the saliency of target stimuli, but this effect was dependent on the temporal scale of stimulus presentation. Here is suggested that when a short temporal scale was used, the presence of salient expected features in the target stimulus speeded up perceptual processing, perhaps conferring a perceptual processing advantage. On the other hand, when a long temporal scale was used, the presence of salient unexpected features in target stimuli further increased the magnitude of the OE, but eliminated the contribution of the presence of expected salient features. The perceptual advantages of saliency in quickly detecting and extracting sensory information from an expected target stimulus were eliminated when more time was available to detect a task-relevant stimulus. Salient unexpected target stimuli incur perceptual and temporal disadvantages, suggesting that a longer temporal scale of stimulus presentation is required to extract perceptual information relevant to the task in order to increase perceived duration further.
Our results suggest that top-down attention is the primary cognitive mechanism associated with perceived duration, as a result of its role in the perceptual information processing of taskrelevant stimuli. Moreover, we suggest that top-down attention to target stimuli, in addition to the salient expected and unexpected features processed within a specific temporal scale, might be the main factors underlying the OE, as in conjunction they determine the amount and the speed of information that can be processed. We believe these findings point to new research directions that warrant further examination. Finally, the present study favors the pacemaker-accumulator model of timing, given the assumption the internal clock accelerates when top-down attention is allocated to the processing of perceptual information that is relevant to a task.
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